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Abstract

This paper introduces a new approach for targeting minimum total annual operating cost of heat

integrated resource allocation network. This cost includes fresh resource and utility costs. Primary

analyses are led to specify an adequate search space for the variables. A mixed integer linear

programming (MILP) model is presented to design the heat integrated resource allocation network.

The objective function includes fresh resource, waste discharge and utilities. Heat integration is

realized with a modified transshipment model, where a predefined temperature scale is built in

order to account for non-isothermal mixing.
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1. Introduction

Sustainability is a notion that is taking on a greater importance in industrial process engineering,

as low-cost energy supplies and high quality natural resources, such as water, are getting scarcer

and scarcer. Moreover, environmental and quality regulations are getting more restrictive, which

implies substantial investments in waste treatment units. Industries are looking for innovative ways

to maintain or gain a competitive edge while facing new economic and environmental standards.

Thus, methodologies are developed to limit energy and fresh resources consumption while reducing

the quantity of waste effluents to be treated.
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